
Minutes of Meeting of the Board of Directors

Tuesday, May 13 , 2014

 Bill Pokorny, President

 Pam Tilbrook, VP Admin Council

 Dan Masini, VP Admin Council

 Bill Scown, Treasurer

 Pat Ward, Director

 John Towell, Secretary

 Dick Yingst, Director

 Lisa Gades, Director

 David de Coriolis, Director
 Katie Phillips, Congregational Administrator, ex officio

Jim O’Malley, Asst. Treasurer, ex officio
 Lindsay Bates, Senior Minister, ex officio

Also in attendance: Cindy Vacek

1. Check in
2. Continuing Education – Procedures for new Board member orientation
3. Regular Reports

 Prior Minutes from April 8, 2014 received
 Finance (Treasurer):  April results indicate we're looking good and on track

with total incomes at 82% and total expenses at 81%.
 Councils (VPs):

 Pam reiterated that the Council feels there needs to be better 
communication between the Board and the Council with more 
direction and feedback from the Board. Dan added that this should 
be discussed in the new Board member orientation. Cindy said the 
Council wants more input into the direction we're taking. Dan
asked if this was in reference to the changes in bylaws? And Cindy 
replied, “Yes.” Lisa asked if the liason process has worked and Bill 
P. added that nothing useful has resulted. Lindsay stated that the 
problem was that the Board didn't invite the Council to look at the 
changes in the bylaws and Bill P. indicated that the reason why 
things were done the way they were was because of time 
constraints.
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 Senior Minister -  nothing to add to report

 Search Committee – Dick indicated that one application was received in
round two and a telephone interview has led to an invitation to the
candidate to come out to interview on May 31.

 Congregational Administrator:
 Katie discussed her meeting with a Red Cross Representative and 

has recommended the purchase of a specific AED (Automated 
External Defibrillator). A discussion ensued regarding costs of 
training. Katie indicated that the cost of the AED was only good 
through June. A motion was made and unanimously approved to 
purchase the recommended AED (total amount approved: $1,500).  
Training decisions can be made at another time.

4. Annual Meeting / Annual Report
 No further comments were made about the Annual Report
 Further discussion ensued regarding the Addendum. Lisa commented that 

on page 4 it would be helpful to add that under the “People” category that 
the significant increase in cost was due to increase cost of healthcare 
insurance.

 Further discussion about the splitting of the plate indicated that the change 
in how the plate was split was made because we need to do the financially 
prudent thing. Lisa indicated that the congregation still has the option to 
mark their contribution to go to BOW.

 Lisa asked that the data indicating what it would cost per household unit to 
run the church be added. A discussion ensued about better ways to 
visualize the data and Bill P. expressed the need to get this approved and 
out to the congregation and that he will be discussing operational and 
budget details in his presentation to the congregation. Cindy was asked to 
bring foam boards with architectural plans and considerations for building 
expansion. Bill S. added that we need to grow before we can address 
further building expansion.

 Lisa expressed a need to consider communication with congregation from 
more of a marketing perspective to improve relations with the 
congregation. Bill S. emphasized our need to be open about redirecting 
the proceeds from the plate collection and Katie added that we're now 
looking at how we account for our deficit differently.

 Dick questioned our use of the term “funds flow” on page 5 and 
specifically what is meant by "net income." Bill S. noted that we have 
changed our accounting methods and we have now improved our 
accounting methods which will improve clarity. Pat added that all 
dividends and interest are reinvested but Bill S. noted that they are still
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regarded as cash flow in the accounting procedures. We have been 
running a deficit but we're working our way towards running with a smaller 
deficit.

 Dick expressed his concern about the lack of projections included in what
we are presenting as a budget and Bill P.  suggested that perhaps next
year this should be changed to include projections.

 The Addendum was unanimously approved.
5. Other business

▪ Bill P. discussed his presentation plans for the annual meeting and 
requested that any additional ideas be presented ASAP.  Kevin O'Neill, 
Finance Team Leader, will be doing the finance presentation and the 
Nominating Committee will present the new Board.

▪ Further discussion ensued regarding orientation for new Board members. 
Dick envisioned a notebook containing relevant materials to be presented 
to new Board members with the expectation that they would review the 
materials before any orientation sessions would take place. Further 
discussion explored the problem of when to schedule orientation sessions 
and it was noted they need to be early summer (early June) or fall
(August, September). Dick hopes that materials could be prepared and 
presented to new Board member by last week in May and Katie suggested 
that this needed to be discussed.

▪ Bill P. began discussions of how the new Board should operate and
proposed to Bill S. that he will work with him on how to prepare packets in
preparation for Board meetings.

▪ Other considerations the new Board needs to decide / consider are:
• The order of succession of the VPs
• Find appropriate Nominating Committee members
• new Board member orientation
• leadership retreat
• Personel Committee established as as Board committee – Bill 

P. indicated willingness to take on that role
• continue to review Council and Ministry structure
• pursue further consideration of the Palatine Model for budget-making 

processes which involves the congregation more in the decision 
making. Bill S. added that we need to assess the demand for 
improving/changing the process

• Bill S. asked if we had a model for the team ministry concept and Bill P.
indicated that he would recommend some books that detail the
process

• Lisa expressed concern about the need to move forward with the ideas 
about long-term building. This segued into discussion of a Stewardship 
Committee which conceptually broadens the ideas that normally occur 
during the annual canvass.
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• Lisa again mentioned that although we have improved transparency, 
we need a better approach to communicating with the congregation. 
This included questions about whether we know what is the best way 
to communicate with the congragation. Cindy talked about the 
significant jump in summer picnic attendance that occurred last 
summer and she believed it was related to sending postcards to the 
congregation via the US Mail.

• A final recognition and thanks was extended to those Board members
who will be leaving the board.

 Adjournment 9:40pm

Respectfully submitted,

John Towell

Secretary
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